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Impressum - Legal notice
Definitions
Content: All the elements constituting the information available on the website https://jmp-ch.org/,
in particular texts - images - videos.
User: Internet user connecting to and using the above-mentioned site.
Personal data: All information relating to an identified or identifiable person, as defined by the Federal
Law on Data Protection (LPD).
The French version of this Legal Notice is legally binding.

1. Presentation of the website
Owner: Association J'aime ma Planète, 11 avenue de la Paix, CH-1202 Geneva (hereinafter referred to
as "the Association"), info@jmp-ch.org
Webmaster: WebGenève - https://www.webgeneve.ch
Host: Infomaniak - https://www.infomaniak.com/fr
This model of legal notice is proposed by a free generator of legal notices.

2. General conditions of use of the website and the services offered
The site and its content belong to the Association J'aime ma Planète. The user may not in any way
reuse, transfer or exploit for his own account all or part of the elements or works of the site.
The use of the website https://jmp-ch.org/ implies full acceptance of the general conditions of use
described below. These conditions of use may be modified or supplemented at any time, and users of
the https://jmp-ch.org/ website are therefore invited to consult them regularly.
This website is normally accessible to users at all times. An interruption for technical maintenance
reasons may however be decided.

3. Description of the services provided
The purpose of the website https://jmp-ch.org/ is to provide information about all of the Association's
activities. The latter endeavours to provide information that is as accurate as possible. However, it
cannot be held responsible for omissions, inaccuracies and shortcomings in updating, whether these
are its fault or the fault of third-party partners who provide this information.
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4. Contractual limitations on technical data
The website cannot be held responsible for material damage related to the use of the website.
Furthermore, the user of the site undertakes to access the site using recent, virus-free equipment and
with an up-to-date browser. The https://jmp-ch.org/ website is hosted by a service provider in
Switzerland.
https://jmp-ch.org/ and the host cannot be held responsible in the event of malfunctioning of the
Internet network, telephone lines or computer and telephone equipment, particularly due to network
congestion preventing access to the server.

5. Intellectual property and counterfeiting
The Association is the owner of the intellectual property rights and holds the rights of use on all the
elements accessible on the website, in particular the texts, images, graphics, logos, videos, icons and
sounds. Any reproduction, representation, modification, publication, adaptation of all or part of the
elements of the site, whatever the means or the process used, is prohibited, except with the prior
written permission of the Association.
Any unauthorised use of the site or of any of the elements it contains will be considered as constituting
an infringement and may be prosecuted.

6. Management of personal data
The Association undertakes to comply with the Swiss legal provisions in force, in accordance with the
Federal Law on Data Protection (LPD)

6.1 Responsibility for the collection of personal data
For the personal data collected in the context of browsing and using the website, the Association J'aime
ma Planète is responsible for processing the personal data. In particular, it is responsible for
establishing the purposes of its data processing, for providing users with full information on the
processing of their personal data and for maintaining a register of processing in accordance with
reality. The Association shall take all reasonable steps to ensure the accuracy and relevance of personal
data with respect to the purposes for which they are processed.

6.2 Nature of the data collected
https://jmp-ch.org/ is likely to collect the following data:



Identification data (surname and first name)
Contact data (e-mail address)

The Association does not sell users' personal data.
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6.3 Data collection
Data is collected during :





Browsing the https://jmp-ch.org/ website
Interactions on our social networks
Subscribing to our newsletter
Contacting us via the contact form

6.4 Purpose of the data collected
The Association J'aime ma Planète is likely to process all or part of the data:




To enable navigation on the Site
To respond to users in case of a contact request
To carry out communication campaigns via the Association's newsletter

6.5 Right of access, rectification and opposition
In accordance with current Swiss regulations, users of https://jmp-ch.org/ have the following rights:





Right of access: users may request access to their personal data, including the nature and
category of the data, its origin and the purpose of processing. The information is provided free
of charge in writing.
Right of rectification: the user may at any time request the rectification of inaccurate data.
Right of deletion: the user may at any time request the deletion of his personal data. It should
be noted, however, that once data has been published on the Internet, with the consent of
the person concerned, the Association is not in a position to guarantee their complete deletion
from its database.

If the user wishes to know how the Association uses his or her personal data, to request rectification
or to object to their processing, he or she may contact the Association in writing at the following
address: info@jmp-ch.org.

6.6 Security of personal data
The Association J'aime ma Planète undertakes to take all necessary precautions to preserve the
security of the personal data and in particular to ensure that it is not communicated to unauthorised
persons. To ensure the security and confidentiality of personal data, the Association uses networks
protected by standard devices. When processing personal data, the Association takes all reasonable
steps to protect it from loss, misuse, unauthorised access, disclosure, alteration or destruction.
However, if an incident affecting the integrity or confidentiality of the user's personal data is brought
to the attention of the Association, the latter shall inform the user as soon as possible and inform
him/her of the corrective measures taken. Furthermore, the Association does not collect any sensitive
data via the https://jmp-ch.org/ website.
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7. Hypertext links and cookies
7.1. Hyperlinks
The https://jmp-ch.org/ website contains a number of hyperlinks to other websites, set up with the
Association's permission. However, the Association does not have the possibility of checking the
content of the sites visited in this way, and consequently cannot accept any responsibility for this.

7.2 "Cookies”
A "cookie" is a small information file sent to the user's browser and stored in the user's terminal (e.g.
computer, smartphone). This file includes information such as the user's domain name, the user's
Internet service provider, the user's operating system, and the date and time of access. Cookies will
not damage the user's terminal in any way.
Unless the user has given explicit consent, the https://jmp-ch.org/ website will not use cookies that
are not necessary for its operation. A page dedicated to cookies with a declaration relating to cookies
is currently under construction.
The Association may process information concerning the user's visit to the https://jmp-ch.org/
website, such as the pages consulted. This information enables the Association to improve the content
of the site and the user's navigation.
The Association is not responsible for any cookies deposited during navigation on social networks
whose links are accessible from the https://jmp-ch.org/ website.

8. Applicable law and jurisdiction
Any dispute relating to the use of the website https://jmp-ch.org/ is subject to Swiss law.

9. Additional information
Users are invited to consult the General Data Protection Policy of the Association J'aime ma Planète
accessible on the website https://jmp-ch.org/ for more details.
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